Save the Date:

9/9 Aktion Club meeting ELECTIONS!!!!!

I would love for each student who is 18 and older choose an office to run for! This is such a great experience for them to make and present a poster board and or a speech with a stating to the club members why they would make a great candidate!

9-13 Grandparents Lunch

9-19 and 9-20 NO SCHOOL

A Message from Ms. McCormick

Silver Foxes began Wednesday and we were so excited to see our friends from the Knights of Columbus! The students were given a Silver Fox t-shirt to wear each Wednesday when we woodwork.

Language Arts
- Spelling
- Vocabulary
- Reading

Math Concepts
- Time
- Money
- Addition
- Subtraction

Social Studies/Science
- Cooking
- Science Experiments
- Functional skills
- World events